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Turnaround?  Not yet.  But perhaps we’ve seen enough to be going on with, for now. 
  

“When will the market turnaround come?” is the Question of the Century, sort of, even though this 
century is only 20 years old—and even though that Question of the Century has already come up twice:  in 
2001 and 2008 – 2009.  But it’s here again, and we’ll take more than one stab at it, beginning with today’s 
“broad overview” approach.  
  
Outlook’s “broad overview” answer is:  “Probably not yet.”  But it’s still OK to feel good about the last 2 
days, both up, which broke a 32-day streak of only one “up” day at a time.  The picture below shows our 
32-day streak was getting within shouting distance of the all-time record of 37 days in a row . . . during 
the Depression, naturally, which will probably stop us from feeling too good about the past couple of days. 
  

 
“When will the turnaround come?”  
  
James Bullard, the President of the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank, wrote something useful a couple of 
days ago.  “We will be making a mistake if we call this a “Recession,” he said.  “A recession is a grim but 
normal event:  a necessary and inevitable part of the long-term growth of a free-market economy.  This 
is not a “recession” at all.  It is a government-ordered shutdown of the economy.”  Mr. Bullard went on 
to call the shutdown “an investment in the public health of America” . . . and observed that the cost of 
that investment—and judgments about whether paying that cost makes sense, or when it may stop 
making sense—are precisely the “Big Questions” for which political leaders are responsible . . . not 
doctors.  He was talking like an economist of course—but the length and depth of this government-
ordered shutdown is certainly an economic question.  Every political leader in the country will have to 
acknowledge that eventually.  
  
The market turnaround is most likely to gather speed and endure only when the market’s speculating 
crowd senses that the tide has turned, regarding the shutdowns.  The shutdowns are now global, of 
course; and the whole world’s shutdowns matter.  But we strongly suspect that the U.S. will be the first 



domino in the global chain—rather than China, even though it has already begun to reverse its shutdown 
tide.  
  
That’s the “broad view” answer to the Big Question.  
  
Of course the $2 Trillion Stimulus Package is helpful—though not remotely capable of replacing the 
economy’s losses from top to bottom due to the “Shutdown.”  Possibly even more helpful is the Federal 
Reserve’s historic speed and decisiveness (announced Monday morning to no great applause) at 
promising to directly supply cash to every business which needs it, basically.  That is an outstanding action, 
perfectly fitting the economy’s need at this moment—with the only drawback being that Congress will 
have to approve big parts of it, and we’ve already seen the bumps along that road.  But the U.S. Federal 
Reserve Bank, today, has shown itself to be at the other end of the galaxy when it comes to understanding 
its job in a crisis, compared to the Depression Fed of the 1930’s.  
  
For us investors, the most valuable lesson by far from these last 2 days and 2600 “up” points, is this.  If 
Outlook had to guess, we’d guess the last 2 days probably don’t mark the “turnaround.”  That will wait for 
the “shutdown tide” to turn.  But these last 2 days show us what the market can and will do, whenever 
that tide does turn for good.  That’s not the best news . . . but it might be “enough to be going on with,” 
for now. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


